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USA Today Bestselling author, W.J. May, continues the highly
anticipated bestselling YA/NA series about love, betrayal,
magic and fantasy. Be prepared to fight, it's the only option.
I will fight to the death for those I love.
What if you could freeze a moment in time?
Katerina Damaris thought her problems were finally over
when she took her rightful place on the throne. But she had
no idea of the trouble that was waiting when she got there.
When a mysterious curse freezes the palace and everyone
inside, the young queen and her friends find themselves in a
race against time to find out who's behind it. With the words
of an ancient prophecy as their guide, they set out on a
journey that will either end in the salvation of the realm or the
destruction of everything they hold dear.
Old enemies resurface. Everyone's a target. And an ancient darkness is creeping over the land.
Is there a way to fight back the dark magic? Can Katerina unlock the secrets of the prophecy in
time? Or have they learned that age-old lesson too late?
Some curses should never be broken…
Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel.
The Queen's Alpha Series:
Eternal
Everlasting
Unceasing
Evermore
Forever
Boundless
Prophecy
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Run Away
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1406238792/run-away.html

A perfect family is shattered in RUN AWAY , the new thriller from the master of domestic
suspense, Harlan Coben. You've lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an
abusive boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't want to be found. Then, by
chance, you see her playing guitar in...
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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Celtic Empire
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1347595433/celtic-empire.html

Clive Cussler, "The Grand Master of Adventure," sends his intrepid heroes Dirk Pitt and
Al Giordino on their wildest, boldest mission into the ancient world, unlocking
extraordinary secrets and solving hideous crimes. Another fabulous read from the most
beloved series from the #1 New York...
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The First Lady
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1422601830/the-first-lady.html

In James Patterson's new stand-alone thriller, one secret can bring down a government
when the President's affair to remember becomes a nightmare he wishes he could forget.
Sally Grissom is a top secret service agent in charge of the Presidential Protection team.
She knows that something is amiss...
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Kushner, Inc.
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1409697524/kushner-inc.html

The first explosive book about Javanka and their infamous rise to power Jared Kushner
and Ivanka Trump are the self-styled Prince and Princess of America. Their swift, gilded
rise to extraordinary power in Donald Trump’s White House is unprecedented and
dangerous. In Kushner, Inc. ,...
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Educated
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#1&#xa0; NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL,&#xa0; AND &#xa0;BOSTON
GLOBE&#xa0; BESTSELLER&#xa0;•&#xa0;NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY&#xa0; THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW &#xa0;•&#xa0;ONE
OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS...
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Mortal Fear
http://media.woobooks.info/us-361827894/mortal-fear.html

A man with a secret life risks everything to clear his name in this “ingenious suspense
thriller ”( The&#xa0;New York Times Book Review ) f rom the bestselling author of the
Penn Cage series. By day, Harper Cole trades commodities from his isolated home in the
Mississippi Delta. By...
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